Rolling into 2001…

I felt rather anxious as I dialed the doctor's phone number. She had left a message saying that my biopsy results were in. I should know within a few moments, whether or not, the lump on my neck was malignant. I tried to prepare myself with a little positive self-talk... "Remember Jim, no matter what the news, we have to make the best of the situation. You just have to believe that everything will turn out all right." "Mr. Shelton, I have your results in front of me and I hate to say this, but the biopsy was inconclusive. My guess is that it's nothing serious, but we want to take it out as soon as we can." So after so much apprehension, I still didn't know what I was facing! The surgery was scheduled for the first week in January, three weeks away. The last thing I wanted to do was ruin my Christmas worrying about something I had no control over! I had always made the most of the holiday season and this year would be no exception. Besides, having my brother Danny living with me made it even more special. For the first time since my divorce, I put up a Christmas tree. As usual, I put up tons of lights on my condo using timers so that my neighbors could still enjoy them while I was back in Texas for the holidays. 

When I arrived in Ft. Worth, the first thing my Mom wanted to do was take a close look at the lump in my neck.  She was concerned, but fortunately, the focus soon shifted to getting ready for Christmas.  In other words, shopping, shopping and more shopping, followed by wrapping, wrapping and more wrapping!  It turned out to be a very special Christmas. For the first time in many years it snowed. As usual, I felt a bit of sadness getting on the plane to go back to San Diego. But this year was a lot better, because at least I had my brother living with me. I got back just in time to host my annual New Year's Eve party. And then it was time to get down to business…

Danny drove me to the hospital and I was quickly prepped for surgery.  The next thing I knew, I was waking up with my doctor talking to me. "I've never seen anything like it Mr. Shelton. It reminded me of that movie 'Alien'. It had long tentacles wrapped around your lymph node. It took me a lot longer than I expected, but it looks like I got all of it. I’ll send it out to a pathologist for analysis." Frankly, I was just glad that it was gone, and was anxious to go home. Danny and I went back to the house and wouldn't you know it - we ended up watching a movie about aliens!  Perfect! 

A week later, I went to my doctor's office for a follow-up. My neck was healing quickly and she wanted to do a follow-up surgery to correct a deviated septum in my nose. Ideally, that would not only help my breathing and thus my sleep apnea, but would also help things clear out so that I would have much fewer sinus infections. That sounded great, but I was anxious for her to tell me what the pathologist said! "Well, it's a rare form of tumor known as an inflammatory pseudotumor.  Don’t worry - it was benign. The main issue is that they can cause fatigue. I'm sure it was sapping your energy and that you'll get back to your old self before too long..." As I drove home, my mind - and my emotions - were racing. Could this have been THE problem all along? How many years was this thing dragging me down? And could it be that soon I can finally get back to living a full life? Wow! Wouldn’t that be incredible?! And who knows…you might even start having a social life again! It had been a long time since I had felt so much excitement about my future. Of course, I had been disappointed many times over the last several years, but I had finally decided that I would rather hold onto my dreams and risk being disappointed than to not dream and guarantee it… 

I finally returned to work the first week of February. My energy wasn’t back to normal, but at least it was a lot better than it had been when I went on disability leave in October. Maybe that little ‘alien’ thing in my neck was the problem after all! Only time would tell… Finally, it was time to plan yet another comeback. “OK, Jim, you know what you need to do. You’ve had a few rough months but now you’ve got a chance to get back on track. Of course, there is no way of knowing what the future will bring, or if illness will shoot you down again. But you can’t let that stop you. Certainly, you don’t have all your energy back, but you can’t wait until you do. Now is the time to get back in the gym and back on the bike…back to singing in the choir…and back to living the kind of life you haven’t been able to for years. So what do you say buddy? Are you ready to give it a shot, to show the world - and yourself - that you are still the same old guy you used to be?…to show them that you never lost your passion for life, you just lost your energy… Well then…all I can say is let’s get rolling!!!”




